Bounded inhomogeneous wave profiles for increased surface wave excitation efficiency at fluid-solid interfaces.
Though the ultrasonic excitation of surface waves in solids is generally realized through the use of a contact transducer, remote excitation would enable standoff testing in applications such as the nondestructive evaluation of structures. With respect to the optimal incident wave profile, bounded inhomogeneous waves, which include an exponentially decaying term, have been shown to improve the surface wave excitation efficiency as compared to Gaussian and square waves. The purpose of this work is to investigate the effect of varying the incident wave spatial decay rate, as applied to both lossless fluid-solid interfaces and to solids with viscoelastic losses included. The Fourier method is used to decompose the incident profile and subsequently compute the reflected wave profile. It is shown that inhomogeneous plane wave theory predicts, to a close approximation, the location of the minimum in the local reflection coefficient with respect to the decay rate for bounded incident waves. Moreover, plane wave theory gives a reasonable indication of the decay rate that maximizes the surface wave excitation efficiency.